Gone Phishing
by Dean Friedman
I got no worries. I got no cares.
I’m gonna be a millionaire.
I got an email and it read…
“There was a revolution and the minister fled…
Left a small fortune in bonds and stocks.
Just sittin’ in a safety deposit box.”
And the only thing they need from me,
Is a copy of my letterhead and my I.D.
Others might be leery of such a dubious query, but…
Just like the fishes, I’m not suspicious. (And you know the first thing I’m gonna do?)
I’m goin’ fishin...’
I’m goin’ fishin.’
Once I get my hands on all that dough
I’ll pay back all the money that I owe.
I got no worries. It’s a wonderful day.
I got an unbelievable deal bidding on eBay.
Feels so nifty, I’m being thrifty
It’s worth at least a thousand bucks, I only paid fifty.
I sent my money order seven months ago.
I guess the mail in Uzbekistan is just a little slow.
I’ve tried to reach them on the telephone,
But all I get’s a message saying no one’s home…
Beg, steal or borrow  we’ll be back tomorrow.
Kindly leave a message  at the tone…
We’ve gone phishin…’
We’ve gone phishin.’
We’re waiting for some sucker to take a bite.
Let’s not quibble, we’ll settle for a nibble.
‘Cause once we’ve got ‘em on the line
We’ll reel ‘em in every time.
Schemers, Scammers, Spoofers and Spammers
We’re going phishin.’
I got no worries. I’m a lucky guy.
Got an email from my bank, it said someone tried
To access my account.
But fortunately security is paramount.
Now all I’ve got to do to reactivate.
Is enter my password to substantiate.
And it feels really good to know,
That the bank is trying to keep an eye on my dough.
I’m feeling kinda sunny ‘cause wouldn’t it be funny,
If someone else had access to all my money.

Phishin…’
Goin’ phishin.’
I wish I knew exactly who to thank
And I hope the email was really from my bank…
And next time you open a strange email…
If you find that it’s enticing, take my advice and…

If it has a funny smell,
Better check the URL.
If it seems like balderdash,
Toss the email in the trash.
If you suspect deceit, well then…
Just hit delete.
‘Cause Schemers, Scammers, Spoofers and Spammers
They’re all goin’ phishin.’
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